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Abstract

We show that Chu spaces, a new formalism used to
describe parallelism and information ow, provide uniform explanations for dierent choices of fuzzy methodology, such as choices of fuzzy logical operations, of
membership functions, of defuzzication, etc.

What Are Chu Spaces?

World According to Classical Physics

It is well known that measurements can change the measured object: e.g., most methods of chemical analysis
destroy a part of the analyzed substance testing a car
often means damaging it, etc. However, in classical
(pre-quantum) physics it was assumed that in principle,
we can make this adverse inuence as small as possible.
Therefore, ideally, each measurement can be described as a function r(x) from the set of all objects
X to the set K of all measurement results. These measurements lead to a complete knowledge in the sense
that an object x can be uniquely reconstructed from
the results r(x) of all such measurements.

Non-Determinism in Modern Physics:
Enter Chu Spaces

In modern physics, starting from quantum mechanics, it was realized that ideal non-inuencing measurements are impossible: the more accurately we measure, the more we change the object of measurement.
As a result, it is not possible to uniquely reconstruct
an object from measurement results. In other words,
each measurement is a function r(x y) of two variables: an object x and a (not completely known)
measuring device y. Such a function describes a socalled Chu space (see, e.g., (Bar79 GP93 Gup94
Pra95 Pra95a Pra95b VP95 Bar96 Pra97 Pra97a
Pra98)).

Precise Denition of a Chu Space

To be more precise, to dene a Chu space, we must x
a set K (of possible values). Then, a K -Chu space is
dened as a triple (X r Y ), where X and Y are sets,
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and r : X  Y ! K is a function which maps every pair
(x y) of elements x 2 X and y 2 Y into an element
r(x y) 2 K .

Back to Measurements: Enter
Automorphisms of Chu Spaces

The fact that x cannot be uniquely reconstructed from
such measurements means that the same measurement
results can be explained if we take slightly dierent objects (f (x) instead of x) and, correspondingly, slightly
dierent measuring instruments (g(y) instead of y):
r(x y) = r(f (x) g(y)). This formula takes a more symmetric form if we consider, instead of g(y), an inverse
function y = h(z ) = g;1 (z ):
r(x h(z )) = r(f (x) z ):
(1)
A pair of functions (f h) which satises the property
(1) for all x 2 X and z 2 Y is called an automorphism
of a Chu space.

From Physics to General Problem Solving

A general problem is: given x, nd y for which a known
(easy to compute) function r(x y) takes the desired
value d (e.g., 0). A problem r is reduced to a problem r0 if it is possible, for each instance x of the rst
problem, to nd the corresponding instance f (x) of the
second problem, so that from each solution z of the
second problem, we can compute a solution h(z ) to the
original problem, i.e.,
r(x h(z )) = r0 (f (x) z ):
(2)
(This notion is central in computational complexity theory, in the denitions of NP-hardness etc., see, e.g.,
(GJ79 Pap94).) Such a pair (f h) is called a morphism
of Chu spaces.

Morphism of Chu Spaces: Precise
Denition

In general: If we have two Chu spaces A = (X r Y )
and B = (X 0  r0  Y 0 ), then a pair of functions
(f : X ! X 0 h : Y 0 ! Y )
is called a morphism of Chu spaces if it satises the
property (2) for all x 2 X and for all z 2 Y 0 .

Applications to Parallelism and to
Information Flow
The notion of Chu spaces was actively used by V.
Pratt (Stanford) for describing parallel problem-solving
algorithms (see, e.g., (GP93 Gup94 Pra95 Pra95a
Pra95b VP95 Pra97 Pra97a Pra98)), and by J. Barwise (Indiana) to describe information ow in general
(see, e.g., (BS97)).

Fuzzy as a Natural Particular Case of
Chu Spaces
Before we describe how Chu spaces can be used to justify fuzzy heuristics, let us show that fuzzy methodology
can indeed be reformulated in Chu-space terms.
Indeed, the main idea of fuzzy methodology is as follows: We want to describe the experts' knowledge about
objects from a certain set O. To describe these objects,
experts use dierent properties let us denote the set of
such properties by P . For each object o 2 O and for
each property p 2 P , an expert decides whether the
object o has the property p.
 In some cases, the expert is absolutely sure that the
object o satises the property p.
 In some other cases, the expert is absolutely sure that
the object o does not satisfy the property p.
 In many other cases, however, the expert is not absolutely sure that the object o satises the property p.
To describe this uncertain knowledge, we must therefore
describe, for each o 2 O and for each p 2 P , a degree
d(o p) which characterizes the expert's certainty that
the object o satises the property p. Usually, this degree
is described by a number from the interval 0 1], so
that 1 means that the expert is absolutely sure that
o satises the property p, 0 means that the expert is
absolutely sure that o does not satisfy the property p,
and intermediate values represent uncertainty.
Thus, we get a Chu space, in which X is the set of all
objects, Y is the set of all properties, and r(x y) is the
degree to which the object x satises the property y.
From this viewpoint, to describe a property p, we
need to describe, for each object o, the number from
the interval 0 1] which characterizes our certainty that
this object has a given property. In other words, a
property can be described as a function from the set
of all objects O to the interval 0 1]. Such a function
is called a fuzzy set. Thus, properties are described by
fuzzy sets. For this description, the value r(x y) is the
result of applying the function y to the object x.
It is natural to consider, for each set of objects O,
the set of all possible properties 0 1]O . For the corresponding Chu space (O r 0 1]O ), the function r takes
the form r(x y) = y(x). This Chu space is denoted by
FUZZ (O).

Chu Spaces as a Uniform Justication
for Fuzzy Techniques

Fuzzy is a Particular Case of Chu Spaces

We have already mentioned that fuzzy knowledge can
be naturally described as a Chu space (X r Y ), where
X is the set of all objects, Y is the set of all linguistic
properties, and r(x y) is a degree to which x has a
property y (see, e.g., (Pap99)).
This relation was originally done in two steps:
 fuzzy logic can be interpreted as a particular case
of so-called linear logic (see, e.g., (Gir95 KNW96
NK96 Pap99)), and
 linear logic is naturally interpreted in terms of Chu
spaces.

What We Are Planning to Do

We show that Chu description leads to a uniform justication of numerous choices of fuzzy membership functions, fuzzy logic operations, defuzzication procedures,
etc. This justication is in line with a general grouptheoretic approach described in our 1997 Kluwer book
(NK97) (see also (Kre92 BKLN96 KLN99 NKL99
NKW99 NWK99)).

The Main Technical Idea Behind Using
Chu Spaces as a Foundation for Fuzzy
Theory: A Simplied (Non-Fuzzy)
Illustration

Example: A Simple Physical Problem

To better present our main technical idea, we will rst
illustrate it on a simplied (crisp) example. Let us analyze how the period t of a pendulum depends on its
length l.
From the purely mathematical viewpoint, this dependency can be described by a function of one variable
t = F (l), i.e., as a function from real numbers to real
numbers. However, from the physical viewpoint, such
a mathematical description is somewhat unnatural, for
the following reason:
 we really want a dependence between physical quantities t and l
 in order to describe this dependence as a dependence
between real numbers, we must x some units for
measuring both length l and time t thus, the resulting function depends on the specic choice of these
units
 however, the choice of the units is a matter of convention (e.g., to describe length, we can use meters
or feet without changing any physical meaning).
It is therefore desirable to have a mathematical description of the dependency of t on l which would reect the
physical dependency without adding any arbitrariness.

A More Adequate Mathematical
Description of the Physical Problem

Such a description can be obtained if we explicitly add
the two measuring units ul (for length) and ut (for time)
to the description of this function, i.e., if we consider
the function of the type t = F (l ul ut ), where l is a
numerical value of the pendulum's length, t is a numerical value of its period, and ul and ut are the measuring units used to describe the corresponding numerical
values (described in terms of some standard measuring
units).
If we know the dependence t0 = F (l0 ) in standard
units, then we can easily describe the new function:
Indeed, if we use the length ul as a unit of length, then
in these units, the numerical value l of length means
l0 = l  ul in the original units, so in the standard units,
the pendulum's period is equal to t0 = F (l0 ) = F (l  ul ).
Hence, if we use the unit ut for measuring time intervals,
then in this unit, the numerical value of the time period
is equal to t = t0 =ut = F (l  ul )=ut . In other words, we
get F (l ul  ut ) = F (l  ul )=ut .

Mathematical Model Naturally
Reformulated as a Chu Space

The above physically appropriate dependence can be
naturally described as a Chu space, with X being the
set of all possible units of length, Y the set of all possible time units, K the set of all possible functions
of one real variable, and the function r(ul  ut ) dened
as (r(ul  ut ))(l) = F (l ul  ut). From the mathematical
viewpoint, the sets X and Y coincide with the set R+
of all positive real numbers.

Unit-Invariance Formulated in Precise
Terms

Let us now formalize the requirement that this dependence be independent on the choice of the units for
measuring length l and time t. If we simply change a
measuring unit for length or a measuring unit for time,
then we get a dierent numerical dependence. However,
for every change of the length unit, there is an appropriate change of a time unit after which the resulting
numerical dependence stays the same. This requirement can be formulated as follows.
Suppose that we use a dierent standard unit for
measuring length. Let  > 0 be the value of the old
standard unit in terms of the new one then, 1 old standard unit =  new standard units, so ul old standard
units = ul   new standard units, i.e., the measuring
unit for length whose value was ul in old standard units
has a new value u0l =   ul in new standard units. Similarly, the choice of a new standard unit for time means
that we replace the original value ut by a new value
u0t = g(ut ), where g(y) =   y and  is the value of the
old standard unit in terms of the new standard unit for
time.
In these terms, the above requirement means that for
every function f : X ! X of the type f (ul ) =   ul ,
there exists a function g(y) of the type g(ut ) =   ut for

which, for every x 2 X and y 2 Y , we have r(x y) =

r(f (x) g(y)).

Unit-Invariance Reformulated in Terms of
Chu Spaces

We have already mentioned that this equality describes
an automorphism of the Chu space. Thus, the above
requirement means that for every function f : X ! X
from a certain transformation class can be extended
to an automorphism (f h) of the corresponding Chu
space.

The Chu-Space Requirement Describes the
desired function

One can show that this condition is satised only by
functions of the type t = A  l, with A and  arbitrary constants the actual pendulum corresponds to
 = ;0:5.
Thus, the Chu space requirement leads to a description of a very narrow class of functions which contain
the desired one.

Application of Our Main Idea to Fuzzy
Techniques: Illustration and Other
Results

General Idea

There exist several methods of eliciting fuzzy values
from experts, and, in general, dierent elicitation methods lead to dierent results. In other words, dierent
methods may result in values corresponding to dierent
scales of uncertainty, just like measuring the length in
feet or in meters leads to dierent scales in which the
order is preserved but numerical values are dierent.
Similarly to the above illustrative example, it is therefore reasonable to require that the operations with fuzzy
values be independent on this choice of a scale.

Re-scaling in fuzzy theory: an example

One of the most natural methods to ascribe the degree
of truth d(A) to a statement A is polling: we take several (N ) experts, and ask each of them whether she
believes that A is true. If N (A) of them answer \yes",
we take d(A) = N (A)=N . Knowledge engineers want
the system to include the knowledge of the entire scientic community, so they ask as many experts as possible. But asking too many experts leads to the following
negative phenomenon: when the opinion of the most respected professors, Nobel-prize winners, etc., is known,
some less self-condent experts will not be brave enough
to express their own opinions, so they will either say
nothing or follow the opinion of the majority.
How does their presence inuence the resulting uncertainty value? After we add M experts who do not
answer anything when asked about A, the number of
experts who believe in A is still N (A), but the total
number of experts is bigger (M + N ). So the new value
of d(A) is d0 (A) = N (A)=(N + M ) = c  d(A) where

we denoted c = N=(M + N ). From mathematical viewpoint, this transformation is exactly the same as when
we use a dierent measuring unit in physical measurements.

Selecting a Hedge: An Example of Using
Chu Spaces

How can we describe a hedge, i.e., an operation which
transforms a degree of truth in a statement A into a
degree of truth for a statement \very A" or \slightly
A"? From the purely mathematical viewpoint, we can
describe this transformation as a function which transforms a numerical value d of the original degree into the
numerical value of the hedged degree d0 = H (d). However, the exact numerical type of this function would
depend on the scales used to represent both degrees. It
is therefore desirable to get a representation which is
independent on the choice of these scales.
Similarly to the above illustrative example, we can
achieve this representation independence if we describe
the hedge function as a mapping r(x y), where x is a
parameter which describes the scale of original degrees,
y is a parameter which described the scale of the hedged
degrees, and r(x y) is the description of a hedge function in the scales x and y.
Similarly to the above example, the requirement that
the hedge transformation be independent on the choice
of scales means that every function f : X ! X from
the appropriate transformation class (of linear transformations) can be extended to an automorphism of the
corresponding Chu space. As a result, we deduce that
all such functions have the form d0 = A  d for some real
numbers A and . Indeed, the original Zadeh's hedges
use  = 2 for \very" and  = 0:5 for \slightly". Thus,
the Chu space requirement leads to a description of a
very narrow class of functions which contain the desired
one.

General Results

In general, we can also have non-linear re-scalings (see,
e.g., (Kre92 BKLN96 NK97)). It turns out that the
use of these re-scalings enables us to justify all major
choices of fuzzy techniques: the existing choices of membership functions, of \and" and \or" operations, of defuzzication, etc.
The mathematics is, in essence, already here: in
(Kre92 BKLN96 NK97), we have shown that these
choices can be explained by the natural symmetry requirements, and similar to the above examples, these
symmetry requirements can be naturally reformulated
in terms of Chu spaces.

Chu Spaces Can Also Describe the
General Dependence Between Di erent
Quantities

Formulation of the Problem

In the previous section, we have mentioned that the
Chu space approach helps to justify the existing heuris-

tic techniques of fuzzy methodology. These techniques
include the description of possible values of dierent
physical quantities, and the if-then rules describing the
relation between these quantities.
The relation between dierent quantities is not always described by if-then rules we may have more
complicated constraints relating the values of dierent quantities. In this section, we will show that Chu
spaces can describe not only the if-then rules, but also
the most general relations between dierent quantities.
In our description, we will use ideas rst presented in
(KSKI99).

Crisp Case: The General Description of
Possible Dependence Between Two
Quantities

Let us start with the crisp case, in which, for each value
of each physical quantity, we know for sure whether this
value is possible or not. In this case, for each quantity,
we have a (crisp) set of possible values. So, if we have
two physical quantities a and b, then we have two sets
A and B of possible values.
In order to describe possible dependencies between
two physical quantities a and b, let us rst describe what
it means for a and b to be independent. Intuitively, it
means that the set of possible values of the quantity a
should not depend on the value of the other quantity b,
and, vice versa, the set of possible values of the quantity
b should not depend on the value of the quantity a.
Therefore, the pair (a b) is possible if and only if a
is possible and b is possible. As a result, the set S
of all possible pairs (a b) coincides with the Cartesian
product A  B of the sets A and B .
In general, if a pair (a b) is possible (i.e., if (a b) 2 S ),
then, of course, both a and b are possible, i.e., a 2 A and
b 2 B . Thus, in general, S  AB . Since independence
corresponds to the case when S = A  B , dependence
corresponds to the situation when S is a proper subset
of the Cartesian product A  B . In this case, this set
S describes the dependence: e.g., if a is a function of b,
then the set S is a graph of this function. etc.

Crisp Case: The General Description of
Dependence Can Be Naturally
Reformulated in Chu-Space Terms

One way to describe the set S is to describe, for each
possible value a 2 A of the rst quantity, the corresponding set of all possible values of the second quantity
fb j (a b) 2 S g. We will denote this set by f (a).
Alternatively, we can describe the same set S by describing, for each possible value b 2 B of the second
quantity, the corresponding set of all possible values of
the rst quantity fa j (a b) 2 S g. We will denote this
set by h(b).
What is the relation between these two alternative
descriptions of the same set S (i.e., of the same dependence between the quantities a and b)? To describe the

set S , we must describe, for each pair (a b) 2 A  B ,
whether this pair belongs to the set S or not.
 If we use the rst description, then the condition
(a b) 2 S can be described as b 2 f (a).
 If we use the second description, then the same condition (a b) 2 S can be described as a 2 h(b).
The fact that the two descriptions describes the same
set S means that for every a 2 A and for every b 2 B ,
the conditions b 2 f (a) and a 2 h(b) must have the
same truth value. If we denote, by t2 (b B ), the truth
value of the statement b 2 B , then the above equivalence can be reformulated as the following equality:
t2 (a h(b)) = t2 (b f (a)):
One can easily see that this condition is a particular
case of the formula (2) which describes a morphism between two Chu spaces: Namely, here the rst Chu space
(X r Y ) is as follows:
 X is the set of all possible values of the rst quantity
a, i.e., X = A.
 Y is the set of all possible values of h(b) since h(b)
is dened as a set of possible values of a, we can
conclude that h(b) is a subset of the set A. Therefore,
Y is the set of all subsets of A, i.e., Y = 2A .
 The set K of possible values coincides with the binary
set f0 1g (=ffalse,trueg).
 Finally, the mapping r : X  Y ! K results in
r(x y) = 1 or r(x y) = 0 depending on whether x 2 y
or not (i.e., r(x y) is the truth value of the statement
x 2 y).
Similarly, the second Chu space (X 0  r0  Y 0 ) has the form
(2B  r0  B ), where K is the same, and r0 (x0  y0 ) = 1 or
r0 (x0  y0 ) = 0 depending on whether y0 2 x0 or not.

The Chu-Space General Description of
Dependence Can Be Naturally Extended
to the Fuzzy Case

In the previous section, we have analyzed the case of
a crisp dependence between two physical quantities a
and b, i.e., the dependence in which for each pair (a b),
we know for sure whether this pair is possible or not.
In real life, at least for some pairs (a b), we are often not 100% sure whether this pair (a b) is possible
or not. To describe such an uncertain knowledge about
the dependence between a and b, we must describe, for
each a 2 A and b 2 B , the expert's degree of certainty
d(a b) 2 0 1] that the pair (a b) is a possible pair of
values of the two given physical quantities. In mathematical terms, this uncertainty is therefore characterized by a function d : A  B ! 0 1], i.e., by a fuzzy
subset d of the Cartesian product A  B .
We can easily generalize the above Chu-space reformulation so that it applies to such fuzzy sets.
One way to describe the fuzzy set d is to describe, for
each possible value a 2 A of the rst quantity, the corresponding fuzzy set f (a) 2 B of all possible values of the

second quantity. By denition, a fuzzy subset f (a)  B
of a crisp set B is a function from this crisp set B to
the interval 0 1]. For each a and b, the degree to which
the pair (a b) is possible is equal to d(a b) therefore,
the function f (a) can be dened by the following formula: for every b, the result (f (a))(b) of applying this
function f (a) to the element b is equal to d(a b).
Alternatively, we can describe the same fuzzy set d by
describing, for each possible value b 2 B of the second
quantity, the corresponding fuzzy set h(b) of all possible
values of the rst quantity here, (h(b))(a) = d(a b).
These two descriptions of the same fuzzy set d are
related by the fact that for each pair (a b), both descriptions must lead to the same degree d(a b) of belief
that (a b) is a possible pair. Therefore, the following
equality must hold for every pair (a b):
(h(b))(a) = (f (a))(b):
This condition is also a particular case of the formula (2) which describes a morphism between two Chu
spaces: Namely, here the rst Chu space (X r Y ) is as
follows:
 X is the set of all possible values of the rst quantity
a, i.e., X = A.
 Y is the set of all possible values of h(b) since h(b)
is dened as a fuzzy set of possible values of a, we
can conclude that h(b) is a fuzzy subset of the set A.
Therefore, Y is the set of all fuzzy subsets of A, i.e.,
all functions from A to 0 1]: Y = 0 1]A.
 The set K of possible values coincides with the interval 0 1].
 Finally, the mapping r : X  Y ! K results, for
each x and y, in the degree with which an element
x belongs to the fuzzy set y this degree is equal to
y(x).
This is a standard Chu-space description FUZZ (A) of
all fuzzy subsets of crisp set A.
Similarly, the second Chu space (X 0  r0  Y 0 ) has the
form (0 1]B  r0  B ), where K = 0 1] is the same, and
r0 (x0  y0) = x0 (y0 ). This Chu space diers from the stan-0
dard fuzzy-logic Chu space FUZZ (B ) only in that X
and Y 0 are swapped such a Chu space is called a dual
of the original Chu space FUZZ (B ) and it is usually
denoted by FUZZ (B ) .
So, we can say that a general (fuzzy) dependence
of the two physical quantities a and b can be naturally described in Chu-space terms: namely, as a
Chu morphism between two Chu spaces FUZZ (A) and
FUZZ (B ).
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